
Maximise exposure for your agency and models with Premium Gold!

  Find New Faces - See the latest new face discoveries first!

Each month we send out a newsletter with our choice of the best reviewed and rated new faces 
from over 3,000 new model members, who join our site monthly.

As a Premium agency you will get exclusive access to our proposals before other agencies.  If you 
are interested in a model we will put you in direct contact with the model or relevant agency.



  Promote your models to agencies worldwide - Covering all bases for promotion!

Every Premium agency has the chance to present their models that are looking for representation 
in other countries in our NEWFACES newsletter. This is massive exposure and promotion for your 
models direct to over 2.000 agencies worldwide.

You will also get the opportunity to present your latest model discoveries and speak about the 
latest jobs or campaigns from your agency in our monthly newsletter, which 
is sent to over 40.000 people from the industry.



  
 Premium position as a top international agency - Be seen first within our worldwide  

       agency network

You will get a Premium position on our worldwide agency page and become one of 
our Featured Agencies. You will also appear first on the agency search page for your country. 

This is the first place where professionals such as photographers, casting directors, stylists and 
advertising agencies look when they need to locate a good agency in a specific location.

Getting seen first means more attention, more requests and more jobs for your models!



  Present your best models on our page to 200.000 monthly visitors - Show your models 
        off and make new deals

Thousands of professional members from the industry are using our site to source models for their 
next photo shoots or productions. They include photographers, casting directors and clients, as 
well as other agencies wanting to make new deals. 

Once you add your models to your profile they will be given Premium model status and priority in 
the model search. When someone is interested in one of your models, you will be contacted 
directly with the request.

A great way to present your models to the industry and make more business contacts.



  
 Get casting alerts for major brands! - Never miss a top casting! 

You will be the first to know about major brand castings on our site. 

We send casting alerts directly to our Premium Gold agencies before anyone else. This gives you 
and your models the upper hand when you apply them to the castings, which in turn will lead to not 
only more jobs for your models, but also the pick of the bunch!



  Showcase your models to top international art buyers and photographers - Find   
        thousands of potential clients for your models 

Premium Gold agencies get the privilege of appearing within our sister site Production Paradise’s  
Spotlight on International Agencies. Spotlight publications are now an industry standard and sent 
to over 100,000 industry subscribers consisting of Photo and Film’s leading world players. 

Premium Gold agencies can also present your agency or your latest models in an exclusive post 
within our blog, which is visited by more than 60.000 industry readers each month.

For further details on Premium agency memberships please contact:
Nadja Broeckelmann.

nadja.broeckelmann@modelmanagement.com

Tel: +34 93 318 04 67
Fax: +34 93 481 43 26 
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